Electrical networks, and physical systems in general, are known to satisfy a power balance equation which states that the rate of change of the energy in time equals the power at the port of the network minus the power dissipated. However, when complex power is considered, there does not seem to exist a similar statement for the imaginary power, either in the timedomain or in the frequency-domain. Recently, in the context of electromagnetic fields, it has been shown by complexifying the time to t + js and interpreting s as reactive time, that it is possible to set up an imaginary power balance in terms of the rate of change of reactive energy in reactive time. Here these ideas are specialized to linear and time-invariant RLC networks. For non-sinusoidal waveforms it is shown that the rate of change of reactive energy in reactive time contains all the essential properties and features of the commonly accepted definition of reactive power under sinusoidal conditions. We believe that this provides an unambiguous and physically motivated resolution to the longstanding debate on how to generalize reactive power to non-sinusoidal waveforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing quest for generalizing the triangular power equality S 2 = P 2 +Q 2 dates back to the work of Steinmetz [1] . 1 In 1892, he observed that the apparent power S in electric arcs with non-sinusoidal alternating current waveforms can be higher than the active power P, even when the reactive power Q appears to be zero. To this day, there is still no consensus about how this difference should be explained under all given load situations. This has resulted in a variety of mutually inconsistent power models.
Traditionally, the problem is either approached in the time domain or in the frequency domain, or sometimes in a combination of both; see for instance [2] , [9] for an overview of the most prominent power models. Apart from the discussion of whether the analysis should be performed in the time or the frequency domains, a new definition of reactive power is usually introduced as follows [14] . First, if the waveforms are periodic, the active power is defined as the periodic mean of the instantaneous power, i.e.,
and the apparent power as S = ∥u∥∥i∥, with ∥ ⋅ ∥ = √ ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ the rms norm. Then, after introducing a new definition of the reactive power, say Q new , it is assumed that the geometric sum of all power components is equal to the apparent power. When the geometric sum is smaller than the apparent power, a new quantity, say REST, is introduced to fulfil
Only in Fryze's (time-domain) power model is the 'REST' quantity absent. In most other theories 'REST' is either considered as an essential measure of a certain load parameter or is decomposed further into the geometric sum of new power components, (REST) 2 = (REST 1 ) 2 + (REST 2 ) 2 + ⋯.
A. Motivation for a Different Approach
Power models along the line of (2) have led to useful models for compensator design, and to a certain extent they have improved our understanding of what is going on. Perhaps the most detailed example is the Currents' Physical Components (CPC) model by Czarnecki [6] , [7] (with over 5 'REST' components) or the 7/11 component decomposition of [10] . Our main objection, however, is that such models have no solid physical foundation in terms of conserved quantities, i.e., no energy and power balance equations. Additionally, some of the power components of the aforementioned decompositions are not unique in the sense that they depend on the chosen reference. For example, using the voltage as a reference generally leads to a different value of reactive power than using the current as a reference [6] .
In [11] , the first author of the present paper went back to the classical sinusoidal phasor-based complex power model and generalized the phasor concept to periodic non-sinusoidal waveforms using the Hilbert transform. This approach provides a consistent generalization of the classical power trinity to its time-varying counterpart {P(t),Q(t),S(t)}, referred to as the real power, the imaginary power, and the time-varying apparent power, respectively. The real power P(t) can be associated to a power balance which states that the rate of change of a potential function that is related to the total stored magnetic and electric energies in time equals the power at the network port minus the dissipated power. The time-average of this balance provides the active power as defined in (1) . On the other hand, for linear and time-invariant (LTI) systems Q(t)
is related to the difference between the total stored magnetic and electric energy, and its mean value provides Budeanu's reactive power [3] , but it cannot be associated with the rate of change of some potential function in time, to be interpreted as reactive energy. From a physical perspective, this is rather dissatisfying.
B. The Generalized Complex Poynting Theorem
Recently, in the context of general electromagnetic fields in free space, the second author of the present paper has derived a generalized complex Poynting theorem (GCPT) in which the active and reactive energies 2 play completely symmetrical roles [12] . This is accomplished by replacing all waveforms by their analytic signals (positive-frequency parts) and then complexifying the time, t → τ = t + js, with s > 0 and j 2 = −1, so that e jωτ gives absolute convergence of all inverse Fourier integrals to analytic functions of τ. It was then shown that (a) s is a time-resolution scale and (b) all analytic signals are moving averages of the original signals over a 'fuzzy' moving time interval ≈ (t − s,t + s). The real part of the GCPT then gives the power balance for the rate of change of the active energy in t, while its imaginary part gives the power balance for the rate of change of reactive energy in s (not t).
All energies and powers are moving averages, as explained above. For this reason, t is now reinterpreted as the active time (interval) and s as the reactive time, the latter to be measured in seconds reactive [sr] . The GCPT thus completes the time-harmonic complex Poynting theorem by giving an equal but dual physical status to active and reactive energies and powers. 3 Furthermore, it provides a rational basis for the Volt-Ampère reactive [VAr], the somewhat strange unit used to measure reactive power. Namely, the reactive current in the balance law for the reactive power is the flow of charge with respect to s, measured in Coulombs per seconds reactive [C/sr] or Ampères reactive [Ar], and the reactive power is the rate of change of the reactive energy with respect to s, measured in Joules per second reactive 4 or Volt-Ampère reactive:
Without the notion of reactive time, the [VAr] seems ad hoc.
C. Contribution and Outline
The present paper is a circuit-theoretic counterpart of [12] and a refinement of [11] . The contribution here is two-fold: First, in Sections II-III, the necessary background material is provided on balance equations and the classical sinusoidal power model. It is pointed out that the imaginary part of the classical sinusoidal complex power model does not allow for a power balance equation. Section IV extends the classical phasor representation to general (not necessarily sinusoidal or even periodic) waveforms using the analytic-signal transform. This makes possible the symmetry between the real and imaginary parts of the complex power and finally provides a balance equation for each part. Secondly, Section V shows that there cannot exist an 'instantaneous' reactive energy and refines the ideas of [11] concerning Budeanu's reactive power. The results are illustrated using a linear and time-invariant (LTI) RLC load subject to a sinusoidal voltage source that contains a flicker component. In Section VI we offer some final remarks.
II. POWER AND ENERGY BALANCE EQUATIONS
Consider a single-phase generator transmitting energy to a load. We know from Tellegen's theorem that at each instant the rate of energy (i.e., the power) entering the load through its port gets distributed among the elements of the load network, so that none is lost. For a single-phase load network consisting of branches b (edges), the instantaneous power at the port is
This equation holds regardless of the nature of the elements or the excitation and is consistent with the principle of conservation of energy. If the branches consists of LTI resistors, inductors, and capacitors, then (3) can be explicitly written as
or, equivalently, as
where w(t) ∶= w m (t) + w e (t) is the total instant magnetic and electric energy, with
and
the total instantaneous dissipated power.
which states that the total stored energy equals the energy at the port minus the total dissipated energy. For that reason, we refer to (7) as an energy balance equation and to (4) as a power balance equation. The instantaneous (or local) balance (4) thus implies the 'global' balance (7) .
III. THE CLASSICAL SINUSOIDAL POWER MODEL
Let the voltage at the load terminals be given by
where ω = 2π/T and U is the rms voltage. Under the assumption that u(t) does not depend on the transmitted current (infinitely strong power system), the associated current reads
The instantaneous power can be shown to be
where P and Q are the active and reactive powers defined by
with ϕ ∶= α − β the phase-shift between u(t) and i(t).
Since w(T ) = w(0), Equation (7) implies that
which states that the active power is the time average of the power dissipated in a period. Unfortunately, the energy balance equation (7) reveals little about the physical nature of the second term in (10) . There is no obvious connection between (4) and the reactive power Q similar to (12) .
A. Phasors and Complex Power
Alternatively, a standard method in electrical engineering is to represent (8) and (9) by their time-harmonic phasors [8] 
with U = U √ 2e jα and I = I √ 2e jβ . This enables one to define the complex power
with its magnitude equal to the apparent power, i.e., |S| = S. Furthermore, for arbitrary LTI RLC loads, the phasor counterpart of (3) is given by
which, upon substitution of u b (t) = U b e jωt and i b (t) = I b e jωt , yields the well-know expression [8] S ∶=
Comparing the latter with (14) reveals that P = P d with
whereas, setting
where W m and W e are the mean values of w m (t) and w e (t) as given in (5).
B. Existence of Reactive Energy in Active Time
Since dW /dt = 0 as W ∶= W m +W e is constant, the real part of (16) gives P = P d (which also directly follows from (12)). However, there is no such balance equation for the imaginary part of (16) in terms of a (rate of change of) reactive energy in active (real) time. The obstacle here is that the imaginary part is not integrable with respect to the voltage and current phasors, and therefore does not allow for a potential function that can be associated to reactive energy. This fact was proved in [4] in the context of electromagnetic fields.
IV. REACTIVE ENERGY IN THE TIME-SCALE DOMAIN
To resolve the asymmetry between the real and imaginary parts of the complex power, and at the same time providing a fully consistent generalization of the classical power model for arbitrary square-integrable waveforms, we proceed along the lines of [12] .
A. Phasors and Hilbert Transform
The underlying mathematical principle behind the transition from the sinusoidal time functions (8)- (9) to their rotating phasor representation (13) is the analytic signal, widely used in telecommunication and signal processing [15] . For an arbitrary real voltage-current pair f (t) = {u(t),i(t)}, the analytic signal representation is defined as the positive-frequency part of the inverse Fourier transform:
whereF(ω) denotes the frequency spectrum and f h (t) denotes the Hilbert transform of f (t), given by
where the Cauchy principal value of the integral is implied. The geometric interpretation of (20) is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a voltage composed of two sinusoidal components.
B. Analytic-Phasor Transform
Since the integral in (20) is restricted to ω > 0, it extends analytically to the upper half of the complex time plane by
(ω)e jω(t+ js) dω, s > 0. It is shown in [12] that s represents a time-resolution scale, so we call (t,s) the time-scale domain. 5 The integrand of (22) gains a low-pass filter with transfer function e −ωs , which suppresses frequencies ω ≫ 1/s. Furthermore, if f (t) is square-integrable ('finite-energy'), then (22) defines an analytic voltage-current pair f(t + js) in the upper-half complex time plane. A direct time-domain representation of (22) is given by the analytic-phasor transform [12] 
Roughly, f(t + js) depends on f (t ′ ) mainly in the interval t ±s.
Along with the property lim s→0
this justifies calling s a time-resolution scale.
C. Time-Scaled Complex Power Balance
Let τ ∶= t + js, then (15) in the time-scale (t,s) extends to 5 Since the transformation (22) provides windowed time averages over the interval Δt ∼ ±s, the time-scaled waveforms are non-local in character. This is the basis for interpreting s as a time-resolution scale. Note that in the limit s → 0, we have f(t + js) → f(t); see [12] for more details.
Since ∂ ∂ τ (i b (τ)) * = 0 and ∂ ∂ τ * u b (τ) = 0 by analyticity, 6 this is equivalent to
(24)
The real and imaginary parts are now fully symmetric. To see this, define the scaled magnetic and electric energies
define the scaled dissipated power
and the scaled real and imaginary powers
Then (24) in the time-scale domain becomes
where W ∶= W m + W e and X ∶= W m − W e represent the scaled active and reactive energy, respectively. Note that (25) naturally splits into an active and a reactive power balance law, i.e.,
respectively. Clearly, (26) constitutes a power balance equation in the active time t for the rate of change of the average active energy at scale s. This is the scaled time-averaged counterpart of (4). The imaginary part (27), however, does not constitute a power balance equation in the active time t, but in the scale s. It states that scaled reactive power equals the rate of change of scaled reactive energy with respect to scale refinements. 7 This may seem rather unconventional, but we simply have no choice, as demonstrated in Section III-B. It is simply the price of having a symmetric description of active and reactive energy. 6 Since t = 1 2 (τ + τ * ) and s = j 1 2 (τ * − τ), it follows that
. 7 Due to the sign of − ∂ ∂ s X (t, s) and the fact that X (t, s) → 0 as s → ∞, the orientation of s is from course to fine scales and X (t, s) represents the cumulative reactive energy at all scales s ′ ≥ s; see [12] .
D. The Sinusoidal Case
At this point it is instructive to examine how for sinusoidal waveforms (25) relates to (16). Since u(τ) = Ue jωt e −ωs and i(τ) = Ie jωt e −ωs , we have
which clearly are time-independent. Consequently, all scaled quantities in (25) are time-independent, i.e.,
Since ∂ ∂t W(t,s) = 0 and − j ∂ X ∂ s (s) = j2ωX (s), this reduces to
with P d as defined in (17) and W m and W e as defined in (18).
Cancelling the e −2ωs factor gives (16).
V. THERE IS NO 'INSTANTANEOUS' REACTIVE ENERGY!
The quantities W(t,s), P(t,s), and P d (t,s) in (25) are the scaled versions of the instantaneous quantities w(t), p(t), and p d (t) in (4). Furthermore, X (t,s) is the scaled version of
which it is tempting to call the 'instantaneous reactive energy'. But here we encounter a fundamental difference between the active and reactive energies, as explained in the more general context of electromagnetic fields in [12] .
This difference already becomes apparent at s = 0. Indeed, for s → 0, the transformation (22) reduces to (20), which states that each analytic voltage-current pair {u(t),i(t)} is the sum of the local (real) part {u(t),i(t)} and the nonlocal (imaginary) part {u h (t),i h (t)}. In that same limit, W(t,s) → W (t), P(t,s) → P(t), and P d (t,s) → P d (t), where
coincides with the real power as proposed in [11] . When these quantities are inserted into (26), we find that each side of the balance splits into a local part (involving no Hilbert transforms) and a nonlocal part (with Hilbert transforms in each term). Consequently, the local and nonlocal parts each satisfy (26), and the balance equation for the local part simply coincides with the original balance law (4) for the instantaneous energy. Thus, in the limit s → 0, active energy can be localized.
On the other hand, evaluation of the reactive-energy balance law (27) at s = 0 gives
with Q(t,0) ≡ Q(t), and
coincides with the imaginary power as proposed in [11] . Although the reactive energy X (t,s) can be split into the sum of local and nonlocal parts, these cannot be separated (as in the active case) because they do not individually satisfy (30). Moreover, for s > 0, the local and nonlocal parts get mixed together as the scale changes according to (27) . This shows that reactive energy is inherently nonlocal, which suggests that theories of 'instantaneous' reactive energy and power must be fundamentally incorrect. Thus, although X (t,s),Q(t,s) and their s = 0 limits are generally time-dependent, their time variables represent 'fuzzy' time, not sharp instants. This may explain why there has been so much controversy and confusion around the origin and generalization of reactive energy and power.
A. Budeanu's Reactive Power
In the limit s → 0, the scaled reactive power Q(t,s) thus reduces to the imaginary power Q(t). Now, since we know from [11] that Budeanu's reactive power Q B corresponds to the mean value of (31), it is easily deduced that for arbitrary waveforms Q B = Q(t), with [11] .
B. Non-sinusoidal Example
Consider the RLC load network of Fig. 2 supplied with a sinusoidal voltage that contains a 10% flicker component. The resulting energies and powers all become time-varying as shown in Fig. 2 for s = 0, except for the mean value of (29), which represents the active power (1), here obtained as 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analysis in this paper shows that there cannot exist a balance equation for reactive energy in active (real) time. To obtain symmetry between the real and imaginary parts of the complex power (15) , allowing to set up power balance equations for both parts, we must complexify time as t + js. This results in a power balance associated to the rate of active
x(t) Q B Fig. 2 . LTI RLC load subject to u(t) = 10 √ 2(1 + 0.1 cos(0.2t)) cos(t). It is clear from the waveforms that W (t), X(t), and P(t) are moving time averages of w(t), x(t), and p(t), respectively, whereas Q(t) coincides with the time-averaged lower envelope of d dt w(t) since the load is dominantly capacitive. This is also observed from Budeanu's reactive power which follows from taking the mean value of Q(t).
energy with respect to t and a power balance associated to the rate of reactive energy with respect to s.
A. Why not Complex Energy?
It becomes apparent from (25) that there does not exists an overall scaled 'complex potential function' that represents 'complex energy' analogous to P + jQ. There is no qualitative difference between active and reactive energy, as both quantities are measured in Joules [J]. The difference is solely quantitative: W e contributes positively to W and negatively to X , whereas W m contributes positively to both. Only for rates of change of energy does a qualitative difference emerge between active and reactive variables, as it becomes necessary to specify if the rate of change is with respect to t or s. Since s is imaginary time, this also explains why the reactive rates of change enter as imaginary variables in (25). 8 
B. Nonlinear and Polyphase Load Networks
The proposed power framework is set up for single-phase LTI load networks. Although the results can be carried over to polyphase LTI loads replacing (3) with
where n refers to the phase number, it should be emphasized that for nonlinear and/or time-varying loads the sole interpretation of reactive power as the rate of reactive energy loses its validity. Preliminary studies show that this can be resolved by extending the reactive power balance (27) to include the characteristics of nonlinear and/or time-varying resistors. In case the load contains nonlinear and/or time-varying inductors and capacitors, the magnetic and electric energies need to be extended accordingly.
